GROW THE GARDENS at MOWA

Locate your adopted quaking aspen tree in the northern-most grove of trees.

1. Friends of MOWA
2. Kathleen and Joe Menter
3. Pat and Judy Sebranek
4. John and Sue Goning
5. Mary Ann Peterson
6. Jeffrey and Elizabeth Whitmore
7. Janice Giford
8. Kenneth Haase
9. Jane and Mark Maley
10. Janet S. Armata
11. Geni Gribi and Pete Dignan
12. Claudia and Mark Trampe
13. Leon and Carole Burzynski
14. Janet Trigg
15. Cynthia Schultz
16. Dick and Marilyn Edwards
17. Kathleen Kazda
18. Clapham Family
20. Roger and Joan Stephenson
21. Phil and Nancy Sutter
22. Ann Baer & Family
23. Alan and Carol Carlson
24. Mary and Joe Billmann
25. Joseph Pfiffner
26. Margaret Stevens
27. Penny Elliott in memory of Albert Thierfelder
28. Claudia Egan in memory of Clyde Zimmermann
29. Claudia Egan in memory of Will Zimmermann
30. Susan Buczkiwicz in memory of Carolyn Otis
31. Donna Krischan
32. Susan Touchett
33. Phil and Prudy and Lala Hway
34. Diane Montgomery and Michael Orban
35. Daniel and Jennifer Gerhartz
36. Alice Star
37. Anonymous
38. Joe and Helen Gadbois
39. Dave and Jeanne Renick
40. Sandra and Tim Leitheiser
41. PATRICK N PRINTS
42. Winifred Thrall
43. Jackie Sculti
44. Diane Barton
45. Ellen Drought in honor of Tom and Belte Drought
46. Leonard and Deb Rogan
47. Sandra Cashman and James Becker
48. Jane McQuade in honor of Laurie Winters
49. Evelyn Ang
50. In Loving Memory of Christopher McIntee
51. Mary Beth and Frank Carr
52. Marshall and Mitchell Wildes
53. Brad and Linda Wildes
54. In memory of Alice Granna Teigen
55. Jim and Arlene Bennett
56. Janice Perry
57. Netta Cordier
58. The Sartarapour Family
59. In memory of Roman and Mercedes Otten
60. In memory of Paula McKinley Adams
61. In memory of Harvey C.J. Stang
62. In memory of Otis T. McKinley
63. Don and Barbara Robertson
64. Frank L. Lopez
65. In memory of Sandra Siebers
66. In memory of David J. Frank
67. Nancy Desjardins and Frank Graninger
68. Jennifer Wills
69. Arlene Schramm
70. Jeffrey and Luz Brunner
71. Claude, Irma, Dorothy Jones & Barbara Jones Brunner
72. Glainie Budzie Shindelman
73. Stib Family and Friends
74. The Crabb and Britton Families
75. Ayla Hansen
76. Reserved
77. Reserved
78. Rachel Bloch and Adam Christian
79. Linda and Mitch Christian
80. In memory of Henry Hesse
81. Judy and Eric Bloch
82. In memory of Russell Schmidt
83. In honor of Monty Lund
84. Karen and Lee Hollingsworth
85. Brian Dunn
86. Heather Dunn
87. Hayden Dunn
88. Calvin Dunn
89. Ashley Dunn
90. A Possum’s Tree

List as of August 2, 2019